
 White Paper 🌶  


Become a part of the Tokenloca movement and join our community - a community that 
is a  newly innovative token distributing center for the Cardano ecosystem! 

This project is driven with the intention of keeping the members of our community 
involved in the Tokenloca action, by allowing the distribution of Cardano assets, 
including native tokens, and/or NFTs that are affiliated with Cardano to be in the 
Tokenloca pool. 

Tokenloca was originally created with the purpose to be the “ Hottest Self-Governed 
DAO “, a Decentralized Autonomous Organization.  The system operates in a way that 
is donation based - so the more tokens that are donated into the Tokenloca pool, the 
hotter the stakes become! 

All Cardano projects are welcomed to donate their tokens into our Tokenloca pool to be 
distributed through our voucher system. 

The amount of token vouchers inside of the Tokenloca pool is dependent on how our 
donated partners ( onboarded projects ) decide how they want to distribute their tokens 
throughout the DAO pool system. 

The Tokenloca community will have the ability to vote on which tokens and CNFT 
projects that have been donated into this $Loca pool are the “hottest”! 

The object is to create a crazy “LOCA’ atmosphere, so we suggest to our onboarding 
partners to donate their best, most hottest, most $Loca tokens into the pool.

The pool will contain a variety of different projects within the Tokenloca ecosystem. In 
order for Tokenloca to operate in a fairly manner, all project’s vouchers will be randomly 
minted from our DAO pool system, which contains all of our submitted partners of the 
Tokenloca ecosystem. 

The users will have the ability to mint each voucher from the Tokenloca pool and will 
receive a randomly selected redeemable voucher NFT.

If you want the opportunity to VOTE, be sure to hodl … although the $Loca may be to 
HOT to HODL! 
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An example of one redeemable voucher nfts randomly minted by a user. 

Nft Vouchers




